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ABSTRACT

Updated image formation model and accurate PSF
function of the TRACE telescope are used for deter-
mination of flaring plasma parameters directly from
individual TRACE EUV images. A new method for
derivation of the temperature and emission measure
of intense (flaring) kernels from a single TRACE im-
age is presented and discussed in this respect. The
method is based on interpretation of TRACE PSF
diffraction pattern and the quantitative analysis of
EUV kernels seen in higher orders. Calculated val-
ues of TRACE - derived temperatures are compared
to those determined in X-rays using GOES data
obtained simultaneously. The results yet obtained
clearly indicate that a hot plasma (T > 5 MK) can
be diagnosed directly from TRACE images, in par-
ticular during the impulsive flare phase.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Transition Region and Coronal Explorer
(TRACE) satellite was launched on 2 April 1998 to
perform observations of the Sun with high tem-
poral and spatial resolution. The TRACE 30 cm
Cassegrain telescope focuses the solar radiation
on CCD sensor of the size of 1024 × 1024 pix-
els (1 pixel = 0.5 arcsec). The telescope field of
view is 8.5 × 8.5 arcmin and spatial resolution is
of ∼ 1 arcsec. A detail characteristic of the instru-
ment can be found in Handy et al. (1999). A review
of TRACE early observations is given by Schrijver
et al. (1999).

TRACE is capable of taking solar images of so-
lar atmosphere at wavelengths ranging from white
light to EUV in a several preselected passbands.
The TRACE EUV wavelength passbands are cen-
tered near 284 Å, 195 Å and 171 Å. Two of them

Figure 1. TRACE compact flare image with strong
diffraction pattern.

the 171 Å and 195 Å passbands have been most fre-
quently used for imaging solar flares what makes
them particularly important for studying more en-
ergetic solar plasma phenomena. A characteristic
feature which distinguishes the TRACE EUV images
from those taken in other telescope passbands, is the
presence of diffraction effects. The diffraction comes
from fine nickel wire mesh which supports the en-
trance filters and acts as dispersion element for all
the three EUV telescope channels. The diffraction
effects are particularly well pronounced in images of
strong compact sources as the one seen in Figure 1.
From the inspection of TRACE intense flare images
it follows that diffraction causes many subordinate
structures of different intensities and shape to ap-
pear in data. These structures, are spaced roughly
every 20 pixels and arranged along two lines inter-
secting at an almost right angle.

Due to diffraction about 20 % of the signal is spread
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Figure 2. An image of a non-monochromatic point source as it would be seen on TRACE CCD is shown in
the panel a). In the insert a spectrum of this source is ploted. In this example the solar isothermal spectrum
(T = 1MK) was chosen for simulations. Panel b) shows the image of the point source from a) convolved with
diffraction portion of the TRACE PSF - Pdiff . Panel c) shows the ultimate image of the source in a). This
image arises as convolution of the diffraction pattern from b) with the TRACE PSF core part - Pcore which is
shown enlarged in d).

over the CCD far away from the main emission site.
Hence, any good image formation model for TRACE
EUV channels must account for diffraction effects.

In the next section we discuss the image formation
model for TRACE EUV passbands with diffraction
effects discussed in terms of TRACE point spread
function (PSF). Possible applications of the above
mentioned model to spectroscopic analysis of the
TRACE data are shown further.

2. TRACE EUV IMAGE FORMATION

MODEL

The accuracy of the TRACE telescope EUV im-
ages is limited mainly due to instrumental blur and
noise contribution which comes from photon statis-

tics, CCD readout, digitization of the signal etc. The
TRACE blurring pattern can be discussed in terms
of the telescope point spread function (PSF) which
describes the response of the entire optics to a dis-
tant point source. Assuming linear image forma-
tion model we can describe the relationship between
the true observed brightness distribution I and its
TRACE image D degraded by blur and noise using
the following equation

D = I ⊗ P + N (1)

where P is the TRACE PSF, ⊗ stands for a convo-
lution operator and N is the noise contribution.

TRACE PSF function can be defined as two com-
ponent function. First component Pdiff defines
only diffraction pattern caused by the entrance fil-
ter mesch. The second component Pcore is the



Figure 3. Calculated temperature-dependent shape
of the TRACE PSF diffraction structures for low
diffraction orders (Point-like source, lower-right
diffraction pattern arm).

TRACE PSF core which describes the blur compo-
nent that comes from other factors such as geometric
imperfectness of telescope mirrors. Thus the expres-
sion for the entire TRACE PSF can be given as

P = Pdiff ⊗ Pcore (2)

The TRACE core PSF components for 171 Å and
195 Å passbands were determined using blind decon-
volution approach (Gburek S. (2004)). They are of
the form of single slightly elliptically deformed peak
of full width at half maximum between 2.0 and 2.5
CCD pixel.

It has been checked in Lin, et al. (2001) that the
TRACE diffraction PSF portion Pdiff can be mod-
eled theoretically using Fraunhofer diffraction the-
ory. The theoretical model of TRACE Pdiff also
consists of cross-like arranged, separated structures.
For a monochromatic point source these structures
as seen on the CCD have a form of a delta function
(the diffraction broadening of each peak is negligibly
small in comparison to CCD pixel size) and arise

Figure 4. Calculated temperature-dependent shape of
the TRACE PSF diffraction structures for higher or-
ders (Point-like source, lower-right diffraction pat-
tern arm).

as principal maxima of the diffraction pattern pro-
duced by 2D grating with square openings (Lin, et
al. (2001)).

For non-monochromatic point sources only the ze-
roth order maximum (central ’white in EUV’ peak
of Pdiff ) occupies a single pixel area. Due to disper-
sion effects, in higher orders one gets elongated struc-
tures which eventually separate further away from
the Pdiff center. This is clearly seen in Figure 2
where an example of the TRACE PSF generated for
non-monochromatic point source is shown.

The theoretical model gives quantitative characteris-
tic of all the observed diffraction effects. During the
tests it appeared that PSF model shape strongly de-
pends on temperature particularly in far diffraction
orders. (see figures 3 and 4). This temperature vari-
ability of the PSF model gives therefore a possibility
for temperature diagnostics in TRACE data. In the



Figure 5. X1.0 flare image taken on 2002 Au-
gust 21 at 05:31:45. Zoomed in a) is the central
structure with the position of the brightest kernel
marked by the white cross. This kernel was se-
lected for fitting and determination of T&EM dis-
tribution. Zoomed in the box b) is the diffraction
structure in twelfth order chosen for comparison
between data and fit.

next section we show an example of such T&EM di-
agnostic for a TRACE image taken in 195 Å filter.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE TRACE PSF

TO DATA ANALYSIS

We selected for analysis the brightest kernel seen in
X1.0 flare image (figure 5) taken on 2002 August 21.
The central portion of this image is heavily saturated
but a pronounced diffraction pattern is seen extend-
ing almost to the image edges. The actual position of
the kernel emission site was determined from the po-
sitions of this kernel seen in first and second diffrac-
tion order. Next the signal near emission site was
changed iteratively, blurred with the PSF models
generated for different temperatures and compared
to data. The comparison between fitted model and
data took place in the twelfth diffraction order in the
upper-right arm of diffraction pattern. We selected
this image arrea for comparison because the struc-
tures seen there are superimposed on a relatively flat
background, not corrupted by any defects and still
have good signal to noise ratio.

Eventually we obtained a good quality fit (figure
6) with normalized (χ2 = 1.6). From the fit
we were capable of determining how much signal
we get from the plasma at different temperatures.
Then using TRACE temperature response curve for

Figure 6. Top - the diffraction structure in twelfth
order in the upper-right diffraction arm of the diffrac-
tion pattern shown in figure 5. Middle - calculated
diffraction image (the same order and arm of the pat-
tern) obtained from results of multi-temperature fit of
the signal to data from the top panel. Bottom - a cut
plot along the main diagonal of the data (thick solid
line) and fit (thin solid line).

TRACE 195 Å channel (see figure 7) we converted
the signal at each temperature to emission measure.

Thus we obtained the T&EM distribution for the
investigated flare kernel which is shown in figure 8.
A presence of a hot and a colder plasma component
(T > 10 MK) in the analyzed kernel can be identified
from this plot.

These two components form a separated peak-shaped
areas in twelfth order diffraction data used for fit-
ting (see figure 9). Separation occur because for low
temperatures emission at longer wavelength domi-
nate the contribution to the TRACE observed signal
in 195 Å passband. For high temperatures contri-
bution of the emission at shorter wavelengths takes
over. As it can be seen in 7) contribution from line



Figure 7. TRACE response curves for 195 Å pass-
band for unite column emission measure.

Figure 8. DEM(T) - determined from the multi-
temperature fit to data.

emission is the main shaping factor for temperature
response curve for TRACE 195 Å channel over the
entire temperature range [0.1 - 100.0] MK. Of par-
ticular importance are the principal lines (an exten-
sive study of the temperature response for TRACE
195 Å channel and contribution to the emission from
continuum and lines was recently shown by Phillips
et al. (2005)) which dominate the emission at certain
temperature regimes. Six of these lines are listed

Table 1. Principal coronal lines contributing to the
TRACE signal in 195 Å passband. Tmax stands
for the temperature in which line emission takes its
maximum value.

No Wavelength Å Ion Tmax [MK]

1 192.02 Fe xxiv 16.5

2 192.82 Caxvii 5.4

3 193.87 Ca xiv 3.2

4 194.02 Ni xvi 2.5

5 195.12 Fe xii 1.4

6 196.54 Fe xiii 1.6

in table 1 and their emission curves are plotted in
figure 10.

Figure 9. Data from twelfth diffraction order in the
upper-right diffraction pattern arm. Principal coro-
nal line positions (pointed by arrows) for TRACE in
195 Å passband are superimposed on the data. Line
numbers are the same as in table 1. Contours are at
the 0.8 level of the maximum intensity of contoured
structure. The hot plasma component in the data is
contoured in gray, the cold one is inside the white
contour.

Positions of these lines are also superimposed on
twelfth order diffraction data in figure 9. It is seen
there that position of the confined structure located
closer to the lower-left image corner agree with posi-
tions of Fe xxiv and Ca xvii (lines of numbers 1 and
2 in table 1) lines which contributes to the signal in
TRACE 195 Å channel at high temperatures. Posi-
tion of the second, more extended structure closer



to the upper-right image corner agree with posi-
tions of the other lines listed in table 1 which live
at much lower temperatures (see figure 10). The in-
tensity maxima of these lines are at temperatures
1.6 MK - 3.2 MK.

Presence of a hot plasma in this flare is also seen in
GOES data. A plot of GOES temperature time-line
(obtained using filter ratio technique) for this event is
shown in figure 11. At the time of the TRACE frame
used for analysis (see figure 5) the GOES tempera-
ture determined in the isothermal approximation was
19 MK.

Figure 10. Principal coronal line emission curves for
TRACE signal in 195 Å passband. Line numbers are
the same as in table 1.

Figure 11. GOES temperature time-line for analyzed
event.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We performed the analysis of the diffraction pat-
tern seen in TRACE telescope EUV images. An
image formation model was constructed in which
the diffraction effects were included to TRACE PSF
function.

It was found that the TRACE PSF shape strongly
depends on temperature of the observed source par-
ticularly in far diffraction orders. This allows for
application of spectroscopic methods to the TRACE
data analysis.

We used the temperature variability of the TRACE
PSF to determine T&EM distribution in the selected
flare kernel. We found that in the twelfth diffraction
order the kernel plasma separates into two compo-
nents - hot plasma component (T > 10 MK) and
colder one. The positions of the hot component agree
with position of emission contributed by Fe xxiv

and Ca xvii principal lines for TRACE 195 channel.
The colder component position agree with the posi-
tion of emission that come from the others principal
lines which has intensity maxima at temperatures
1.6 MK - 3.2 MK.

Presence of a hot plasma in this flare is also seen in
GOES data. GOES temperature determined in the
isothermal approximation was 19 MK for the time
at which the selected for analysis TRACE frame was
taken (2002-August-21 05:31:45).

We also found that using methods based on the
TRACE PSF one can determine T&EM plasma dis-
tributions from single image (even if the emission site
is saturated) for T up to 20 MK.
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